Directions for the Walking Tour

You will assume the role of modern tourists taking a walking tour of Florence. Follow these directions for the walking tour.

Step 1: Visit one of the seven stations set up around the classroom. Each of these stations represents a real location in Florence where you will learn about an aspect of the Renaissance.

Step 2: Follow the Station Directions for that station.

Step 3: Use a few of the following Italian words as you visit each station:
- ciao (chow): hello or goodbye
- per favore (PAYR fa-VOR-ay): please
- scusa (SCOO-zah): excuse me
- grazie (GRAH-tzeeay): thank you

Step 4: When the Station Directions instruct you to, read the section of your book listed on the Station Directions and complete your Reading Notes for that section.

Step 5: Return the station to the condition in which you found it.

Step 6: Have your teacher check your work.

Step 7: Repeat these steps until you have visited all seven sections.